Intrans Reconders Senior Ring Issue, Decides To Take No Positive Action Now: Outline Of Two New SUCP Duties Passed

Senior Ring Committee '56 was once again the main subject of Intrans debate. Meeting last Wednesday evening, the driving force of the meeting was a statement expressing the quality of the Senior Ring Committee of '56, originally proposed by Bob Alter '56. The statement commits the entire committee to support their by-laws under the ring committee. In support of his motion, Alter cited two Intrans recommendations directed to the Ring Committee regarding their payment in full for the rings, which, according to all who voted yes, was ignored. He expressed the opinion that Intrans recommendations should carry sufficient weight to command, implicitly, compliance, and that, therefore, the Ring Committee's disregard for this Intrans report set a dangerous precedent.

Several representatives differed with Alter's views. The phrase "ex post facto" was used quite often. For example, Jim Cavan '57 felt that if Intrans felt that ring committee members should pay for their rings, Intrans should be prepared to accept the same kind of contract. In this regard, Dorothy Binner '56 made clear that postponements were made on the rings before Intrans' recommendation, although full payment will be made.

The moral as well as the legal side was discussed at length. Ed Roberts '57 proposed a substitute motion which resolved that since the Judicial Committee's decision was binding, the ring committee could not legally post the rings which had been ignored. Since Intrans disregarded a meritorious appeal, Intrans should not make any further expostions in the case of the rings of '56. Intrans should, therefore, resign from its post as the most feasible organ for uniting the administration and the student body. The motion was carried by a roll call vote.

Four MIT delegates were included among the fifty students from all over the country who attended the first annual Leadership Conference of the Sacred Heart in New York City. The conference was held at the request of the student representative, the incoming chairman of the Freshman Coordinating Council, and the Freshman Building Committee. The conference was held at the weekend to discuss the feasibility of improving the quality of freshman instruction by graduate students.

The assembly also planned discussions for future meetings and conferences. A number of other business matters were discussed. First, a number of the State of America's institutes of technology were to be held. The assembly was to be held jointly with the Metropolitan New York and New York State chapters, December 2 and 3, 4 at Skidmore College in Saratoga Springs, New York. Other conferences include a place in the fields of accounting, economics, business administration, and education at Harvard University.

The MIT delegation, which has returned from the conference, was four in number. They include Philip Bryden '56, Martha Goodyear '56, and Richard Solz '56. Philip was elected chairman of the State of America's Institutes of Technology Congress in Minneapolis, Minnesota, this summer.

Dr. Ezekiel Baker, 80, native American, who couldn't afford to lose large sum of money, has been appointed to the position of assistant professor in the Department of Humanities. He is the first research assistant and instructor. Baker served as the head of the Freshman Coordinating Council, and the Freshman Building Committee. Baker was also the first to talk on the importance of improving the quality of freshman instruction by graduate students.
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